EMERGENCY SITUATION MANAGEMENT
LEGAL FRAMEWORK


This Law regulates:

- emergency acting, declaring and emergency situation management
- system of protection and rescuing of people, material and cultural goods and the environment from natural disasters, technical and technological disasters - accidents and catastrophes, the consequences of terrorism, war and other major disasters
- competencies of state bodies, autonomous provinces, local self-government units and participation of the Police and the Serbian Armed Forces in protection and rescue
- rights and duties of citizens, companies, other legal entities and entrepreneurs in relation to emergencies
- organization and work of civil protection in protection, rescue and elimination of consequences of natural and other disasters
- financing
- inspection supervision
- international cooperation and other issues of importance for the organization and functioning of the protection and rescue system

The Law has introduced Disaster Risk Registry for the first time in Republic of Serbia as an interactive, electronic, geographic-information database about all risks (dangers) from natural disasters and it is foreseen that the Disaster Risk Registry functions within the Ministry of Interior of Republic of Serbia, Sector for Emergency Management.
Emergency management involves the coordination and management of the subjects and forces of the protection and rescue system in order to create organized disaster response and rapid recovery.

**The subjects of the disaster risk reduction and emergency management system are:**
- state administration bodies,
- bodies of the autonomous province and local self-government units,
- public services, companies and other legal entities and entrepreneurs,
- civil society organizations,
- educational institutions and scientific research organizations.

**The forces of disaster risk reduction and emergency management systems are:**
- Emergency Management Headquarters,
- Civil Protection Units,
- Firefighting - Rescue Units,
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- The Service 112,
- Police,
- Serbian Armed Forces,
- Red Cross of Serbia,
- Mountain Rescue Service,
- Fire Brigade Federation of Serbia,
- Amateur Radio Union of Serbia,
- Commissioners, i.e. civil protection deputy commissioners,
- Citizens, associations of citizens and
- Organizations the activity of which is of particular interest for the development and functioning of the system
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Emergency Management Headquarters are set up to monitor disaster risk reduction activities, coordinate and manage emergencies for:

- territory of the Republic of Serbia – the Republic Emergency Management Headquarters, established by the Government;
- territory of the autonomous province – the Provincial Emergency Management Headquarters, established by the executive body of the autonomous province;
- territory of the administrative district - the District Emergency Management Headquarters, established by Republic Emergency Management Headquarters;
- territory of the city - the City Emergency Management Headquarters, established by the competent body of the city;
- territory of the municipality – the Municipal Emergency Management Headquarters, established by the competent body of the municipality.

The Emergency Management Headquarters establishes the expert-operational teams as its auxiliary expert bodies.

The Commander of the Emergency Management Headquarters is:
- the Minister responsible for the Interior, for the Republican Emergency Management Headquarters;
- the president of the provincial government, for the Provincial Emergency Management Headquarters;
- the head of the administrative district, for the District Emergency Management Headquarters;
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- mayor of the city, for City Emergency Management Headquarters;
- president of the Municipality, for the Municipal Emergency Management Headquarters.

The Head of the Republic Emergency Management Headquarters is the Head of the Competent Service.

The Heads of Emergency Management Headquarters are representatives of the Competent Service.

The deputy head of a City Emergency Management Headquarters, i.e. Municipal Emergency Management Headquarters is a deputy head of the administrative district, i.e. mayor, or a member of a city or municipal council.

In the event of the dismissal of the Emergency Management Headquarters, the Republican Emergency Management Headquarters shall form the Temporary Emergency Management Headquarters from among its members, employees of the Ministry, heads of entities of special importance for protection and rescue and other experts from the territory of local self-government units.

The Republican Emergency Management Headquarters, in accordance with the assessment, establishes the Operational Headquarters as its subsidiary operational body for certain types of hazards, which is in continuous assembly at the time of the emergency.
Thank you for listening.
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